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• Plastic sub-platter upgraded to a diamond cut aluminium sub-platter with 0.001mm tolerances (same 
sub-platter as in the Vienna Philharmonic Recordplayer) 

• Tonearm bearing upgraded to the same as in our CC Evo range of tonearms

• Improved, sturdier tonearm rest for less vibrations and better overall build quality

• Sub-chassis construction slightly reworked for fewer resonances and better motor decoupling

• Record clamp and leather mat are optionally available to compensate for the added cost of the alumi-
nium sub-platter and keep the MSRP the same as older The Classic SB turntables

THE CLASSIC EVO CHANGES
Changes from The Classic SB to The Classic Evo

Sub-platter:
The diamond cut aluminium sub-platter can be machined to much improved and lower tolerances and will 
be a substantial upgrade to regular sub-platters. It adds more mass to the entire platter and drive system, 
resulting in additional damping of noise and unwanted resonances. The improved tolerances during pro-
duction will increase overall speed accuracy. The additional mass improves short term speed stability, or 
also called Wow & Flutter.
Tonearm:
The improved CC Evo tonearm bearing adds more mass, decreases resonances and enables frictionless 
movement for accurate tracking. The tonearm rest looks and feels heavier and sturdier, increasing the build 
quality and has less vibrations than the previous version.
Sub-chassis:
The sub-chassis construction has been slightly reworked for even fewer resonances and better motor 
decoupling.
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Sub-platter
The diamond cut aluminium sub-platter can be ma-
chined to much improved and lower tolerances and 
will be a substantial upgrade to regular sub-platters. 
It adds more mass to the entire platter and drive sys-
tem, resulting in additional damping of noise and un-
wanted resonances. The improved tolerances during 
production will increase overall speed accuracy. The 
additional mass improves short term speed stability, 
or also called Wow & Flutter.
For The Classic and The Classic SB Superpack:
Sub-Platter upgrade available for 119€

Tonearm
The improved CC Evo tonearm bearing adds more 
mass, decreases resonances and enables fricti-
onless movement for accurate tracking. The tonearm 
rest looks and feels heavier and sturdier, increasing 
the build quality and has less vibrations than the pre-
vious version.
For The Classic and The Classic SB Superpack:
Tonearm upgrade available for 249€

Clamp it & Leather it
For The Classic Evo:
Leather it optionally available for 49€

Clamp it optionally available for 99€

Upgrade Options for The Classic, The Classic SB Superpack and 
The Classic Evo


